We present the whole design-production chain of an ultra-steep hot mirror produced using the indirect monochromatic monitoring technique. The hot mirror without thin layers is designed utilizing the stochastic optimization procedure that takes in account upper and lower constraints for layer optical thickness. We produced the hot mirror with the ion-assisted electron beam deposition technique using indirect monochromatic monitoring strategy, performed reverse engineering of the deposited coatings, and illustrated that the random variation of the tooling factors in low-index layers is the main factor causing production errors. We modified the monitoring strategy with low-index layers monitored by quartz crystal monitor, and demonstrated the excellent correspondence to the theoretical spectral performance.
Introduction
Hot mirrors are optical filters with a cutoff at 700 nm which transmit the visible radiation from 400 to 700 nm without disturbing the color balance, and reflect the near infrared spectral light [1, 2] . Such filters have various scientific and technological applications, including optical systems in projection and illumination systems, and specialized applications in fluorescence microscopy.
Researchers have reported many studies of the design and production of hot mirrors. At the topical meeting on optical interference coatings in 1995, the design problem was a hot mirror to improve the efficacy of tungsten lamps [3] . Several designs of hot mirrors with excellent spectral properties were presented in [4] , but all these designs had several thin layers with optical thicknesses of about 20-30 nm. To avoid thin design layers, a special stochastic optimization technique has been proposed [5] . This technique allows one to obtain hot mirror designs without thin layers. An example of deposition of a hot mirror without thin layers using indirect broadband monitoring strategy was presented in [6] .
The main goal of our present study is to design and produce optimal hot mirror with a stable deposition process controlled by indirect monochromatic monitoring technique. In recent years several researchers have presented results on the modern design-production chains of multilayer coatings [7] [8] [9] , including design selection, choosing monitoring technique, computational manufacturing, coating production, reverse engineering of the deposited coatings that provides a feedback to the deposition process. However, the previous studies are mostly based on the broadband monitoring, and the design-production chain for the widely used indirect monochromatic monitoring system has not been reported yet.
In order to obtain a practical hot mirror design without thin layers the stochastic constrained optimization was applied [5] . The reasons for designing optical coatings without thin layers are widely known. Conventional deposition processes impose practical limitations on physical layer thicknesses [7] . Lower constraints on thicknesses can be also applied in connection with monitoring strategies used for coating production. Such constraints are especially desirable to minimize thickness errors in the level monitoring technique [10] [11] [12] . The upper constraints for individual layer thicknesses may help to avoid essential changes of film structure and unreasonably high total optical thickness values.
We produced experimental samples using the ion-assisted electron-beam deposition technology. It possesses the advantages of high deposition rate, good stress quality, and high stability of the refractive indices. The indirect monochromatic monitoring technique was used to control layer thicknesses.
We performed the reverse engineering of the produced hot mirror on the basis of off-line transmittance data [13] and found the most essential factors causing production errors. Based on this information, we modified monitoring strategy. As the result an essential decrease in discrepancy between the theoretical and measured data was achieved.
Theoretical design and determination of tooling factors
We considered a hot mirror with the performance that should satisfy the following demands under normal incidence: target transmittance of 100% (no back side reflections included) in the wavelength ranges of 400−690 nm, and target transmittance of 0% in the spectral region from 720 to 1150 nm, the wavelength step for target specification was 2 nm, as shown by the red dots in Fig. 1 . In the design process we used Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 as the high-index and lowindex materials respectively, and the refractive indices of these materials are presented in Fig.  2 . The substrate was B270 of 1.5 mm thickness, and the incident medium was air.
For designing of the hot mirror we applied the stochastic constrained optimization [5] . The lower and upper constraints for layer optical thicknesses were 100 and 350 nm. Since the refractive index of Ta 2 O 5 is lower than the refractive index of TiO 2 used in [5] , the number of layers for the stochastic optimization procedure was 44. The final design was obtained using OptiLayer software [14] . The layer thicknesses and spectral response of the final design are shown in Fig. 1 . The average transmittance is higher than 98% in the pass spectral region, and the reflectance is higher than 99% in the wavelength region of 720-1150 nm.
The main structure of the final design can be interpreted as two short-wave pass eighthwave/quarter-wave/eighth-wave stacks with the central rejection wavelength of about 800nm and 1000nm. The H L/2 layer pair is inserted between the substrate and the stack as a broadband anti-reflection (AR) coating to reduce oscillations in the pass band [15] . The obtained design has no thin layers, and as explained before the absence of thin design layers is suitable for accurate monitoring during the deposition. For the coating production we used the Optorun Electron-beam deposition plant. During deposition layers were densified with an RF-type ion source. Thereby, the selected deposition parameters resulted in coatings without any relevant shift after cooling and venting. The indirect monochromatic back-reflection optical monitor was utilized to control thicknesses of deposited layers. Along with optical monitoring quartz crystal monitoring was performed in parallel, quartz crystal monitoring was mainly used as feedback for stabilizing evaporation rates and also for registering layer thicknesses (see also [16] ).
In the case of indirect optical monitoring technique, a preliminary calibration should be done by pre-production depositions of single Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 layers aimed at accurate determination of tooling factors and refractive indices wavelength dependencies. We deposited SiO 2 film and Ta 2 O 5 film monitored at the wavelength of 650 nm that is approximately average value among monitoring wavelengths (see Section 3). Depositions of both film pairs were terminated at a swing level of 50% after the monitoring signals passed two minima and two maxima before termination instants.
After the deposition, spectral responses of the produced samples were measured using Cary5000 spectrophotometer, and the refractive indices and thicknesses were derived using OptiChar characterization software [14] . Thicknesses of the films on the monitor glasses were derived from the swing level, and the ratios of the above thicknesses were used to define tooling factors. The application of homogeneous film models for processing of measurement data was validated in our previous paper [16] . Figure 2 presents obtained wavelength dependencies of the refractive indices of the Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 films. They are shifted upwards from the previously used in [16] dependencies for approximately 0.01 (0.5% relative difference) and 0.005 (0.3% relative difference) respectively. These differences are rather small and can be connected with systematic errors in reflectance data. Therefore the refractive indices in our deposition technique are quite reproducible from run to run.
The swing level of 50% corresponds to the 3.538 and 3.565 QWOT thicknesses of Additionally, we derived the tooling factors of quartz crystal monitor from single layers experiment. The actual layer physical thickness can be calculated in the optical characterization procedure, the thicknesses of the films on the quartz crystal monitor were registered during the deposition, and the ratios of the above thicknesses were used to define tooling factors of quartz crystal monitor. They are 0.945 and 0.856 for Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 films respectively.
Monitoring strategy and results of the first coating run
In the first experiment we used the indirect monochromatic back-reflection monitoring with level monitoring method to control layer thicknesses. The monitoring strategy was using one monitoring chip to control thicknesses of two subsequent high and low index layers, and 22 chips were used in the whole deposition procedure. The main goal of using several monitoring chips instead of one monitoring chip is to prevent the accumulation of errors in the determination of an instant when a layer deposition should be terminated [10] .
We used the new monitoring strategy option of OptiLayer software to select a proper sequence of monitoring wavelengths for all monitoring chips with an attempt to improve an accuracy of registration of termination instants. The criterion for choosing the monitoring wavelength is that the monitoring signal of each layer should pass at least one extremum and that the difference between the termination level and last registered signal extremum should be in the range of 20%−80% of the difference between previous signal extrema. In this case the reflectance is most sensitive to variations in the thickness of a deposited layer. We specified that 5 different wavelengths can be used in the monitoring. It was found that results for the most layer pairs met the criterion except the last one. Then we modified the monitoring wavelength for the last chip manually. In the final monitoring spreadsheet, one maximum was registered for all high-index layers and one minimum was registered for all low-index layers. The monitoring wavelengths for the witness chips of the hot mirror are shown in Table 1 , and one can see that the wavelengths of 570nm and 730nm are most often presented, and only 4 layer pairs use different wavelengths.
We produced the hot mirror with the monitoring spreadsheet described above. After the deposition, transmittance of the sample was measured at normal incidence in the spectral range from 350 nm to 1200 nm using Cary5000 spectrophotometer. The measured transmittance of the manufactured hot mirror is depicted in Fig. 3 , where the theoretical transmittance calculated by taking into account the backside reflectance from the B270 substrate is also presented. In this figure a good agreement between theoretical and experimental data is observed. However, there is still observable discrepancy between experimental and theoretical transmittance curve, especially in the range 1150−1200 nm. This indicates the presence of considerable errors in layer parameters. Fig. 3 . Comparison of measured transmittance data (red crosses) and theoretical transmittance (solid black curve) of the hot mirror.
Reverse engineering and re-deposition with modified monitoring strategy
Although we produced the hot mirror with good performance, there were still some observed inconsistencies between experimental and theoretical transmittance data. The main purpose to perform reverse engineering was to find possible reasons of the observed deviations, and to correct the monitoring strategy in order to improve the monitoring accuracy.
In this experiment we used stable deposition process that produces high density films. Refractive indices of Ta 2 O 5 and SiO 2 thin-film materials have been found with a high accuracy and verified using reliable results of the previous studies [17, 18] . This allows us to neglect possible small offsets in layer refractive indices and to attribute the observed deviations to errors in layer thicknesses.
According to our monitoring strategy, one chip was used to control two subsequent highindex and low-index layers, and layer depositions were terminated according to theoretically predicted swing levels. It can be theoretically shown that such monitoring strategy provides an accurate control of first high-index layers even in the presence of signal drifts. However, it is not possible to make the same statement with respect to low-index layers that are second layers of monitored layer pairs. The low-index layers followed the high-index layers, so the deposition of low-index layer can be significantly affected by the thickness errors of highindex layers and the shift of the measured signal. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the deviations observed in Fig. 3 can be attributed to thickness errors in low-index layers. in Fig. 4(b) . It is seen that the errors in all layers varied gradually during the deposition procedure, and the maximum errors were in the range of 3.5% of planned theoretical layer thicknesses. The achieved excellent fitting of measurement data confirms that deviations observed in Fig. 4 (a) could be indeed attributed to errors in low index layers. The results indicate that errors in the thicknesses of low index layers were increasing in the course of coating deposition. Our analysis suggests that these errors were connected with a calibration drift caused by some inaccuracies of the mechanical setup of our monitoring scheme. In order to verify the reliability of our analysis, we produced new sample of the hot mirror. Based on the analysis and the reverse engineering results, the thickness monitoring of high-index layers is stable and accurate. Thus it is reasonable to change monitoring technique for the low-index layers to further improve the spectral performance. We proposed to use quartz crystal monitor to control these thicknesses. In our deposition plant, there are six crystals and the deposition rate is quite stable which allows one to believe that the quartz crystal monitor can be used to monitor the low-index layers with an accuracy better than that in the previous optical monitoring strategy. So we produced the hot mirror without changing the monitoring parameters of high-index layers and the thicknesses of low-index layers were controlled by the quartz crystal monitor with the tooling factor of 0.856. In Fig. 5 we compare the measured transmittance data of the sample produced using this monitoring approach and theoretical transmittance data. In this figure an excellent agreement between theoretical and experimental data is observed, even for the small ripples in the transmission band. The obtained results confirm that random errors in low-index layers were the main inaccuracy factors in the previous deposition run. 
Conclusion
In summary, we provided the whole design-production chain and successfully produced the high quality hot mirror. We designed the hot mirror without thin layers using stochastic optimization and produced it using indirect monochromatic monitoring strategy with conventional deposition technology. The reverse engineering was performed to demonstrate that the monitoring procedure provided an accurate control of the high-index layers, and that the remaining deviations from the target curve were due to errors in the low-index layers. Based on the feedback provided by the reverse engineering procedure we performed experiment with a modified monitoring strategy, and obtained an excellent correspondence with the theoretical spectral performance.
